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ABSTRACT | An audio indexing system aims at describing audio content by identifying, labeling, or categorizing different acoustic events. Since the resulting audio classification and indexing is meant for direct human consumption, it is highly desirable that it produces perceptually relevant results. This can be obtained by integrating specific knowledge of the human auditory system in the design process to various extent. In this paper, we highlight some of the important concepts used in audio classification and indexing that are perceptually motivated or that exploit some principles of perception. In particular, we discuss several different strategies to integrate human perception, including: 1) the use of generic audition models; 2) the use of perceptually relevant features for the analysis stage that are perceptually justified either as a component of a hearing model or as being correlated with a perceptual dimension of sound similarity; and 3) the involvement of the user in the audio indexing or classification task. In this paper, we also illustrate some of the recent trends in semantic audio retrieval that approximate higher level perceptual processing and cognitive aspects of human audio recognition capabilities, including affect-based audio retrieval.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The development of the Internet and social media and the availability of affordable content-capture devices such as cameras and mobile phones have led to the availability of huge amounts of digital multimedia content that are both professionally produced and user generated. The need to quickly and efficiently access this content has inspired growing research effort in automatic processing of audio.

An audio indexing system aims at describing the audio content by identifying and labeling, for example, the acoustic sources, their time of occurrence, or automatically grouping audio clips into known recognizable categories.

There are two closely related domains attached with the term “audio processing”: content-based audio processing and computational auditory scene analysis (CASA). In CASA, as the term suggests, the final objective is to completely compute and even segregate the acoustic sources based on source type or location in a real environment or scene. The auditory scene is computed using partial or noisy recording of the scene. For instance, this may involve extracting speech emanating from a specific direction in the presence of other (noisy) sources to improve the robustness of an automatic speech recognition system.

In content-based audio processing, the main objective is to automatically understand the high-level impression that an audio clip would create if a human listened to it. Like CASA, it requires a deep understanding of perception...
of audio for estimating the sources. However, content based processing also goes beyond that to understand and model ontological organization of audio by humans. Content-based audio processing is therefore couched as a pattern recognition problem that involves automatic classification, segmentation, and clustering of audio. The final objective here is to create efficient audio retrieval systems (e.g., searching for music or songs that evoke similar emotion, etc.). As humans are the primary end consumers of content, it is generally desirable that automatic audio content processing systems operate in a perceptually meaningful manner making opaque (without the sensory experience of listening) audio clips automatically more transparent to interpretation by the user.

There exist several strategies that can be combined to integrate human perception in the audio processing pipeline. First, it is known that there are complex differences between the physics of sounds and their perception by humans. A first strategy then is to exploit knowledge of human perception in the audio analysis stage by means of generic audition models or through the use of perceptually relevant features that can characterize specific aspects of the audio content (see Fig. 1).

A different strategy would be to build signal features that are simply correlated with perception. That means computing a low-level feature on the signal that allows one to explain a high-level sensation of sound similarity (as shown in subjective experiments) can also be defined as perceptually motivated. As a consequence, these features may have no direct link with hearing models, however, since their perceptual relevance is justified by global similarity perception tests, they often turn out to be relevant for audio indexing or similarity classification applications. In this paper, both strategies to build perceptually motivated features will be discussed.

Another current research trend (especially in audio retrieval) aims at directly involving the user to better take into account, in some sense, her/his perception of sound similarities and their cognitive and affective influences. One of the strategies consists of using concurrent sources of information and, in particular, user-generated textual meta-information (filenames, captions, or, more importantly, user attributed comments or labels). The involvement of the user can also be in the form of intuitive queries such as, for instance, extending traditional text labels by more elaborate queries such as those based on onomatomoea words or on generic language-level descriptions.

Finally, the user may be directly involved in the retrieval process by iteratively exploiting user feedback on the analysis or retrieval results obtained at a previous stage (in a so-called relevance feedback paradigm). This permits one to perceptually adapt either the classifier or the feature set at each iteration while performing the task at hand.

The goal of this paper is to highlight some of the important concepts used in audio classification and indexing that are perceptually motivated or that exploit some principles of perception. While the objective of any audio indexing or classification system is to organize audio signals in to high-level ontological categories, the focus of this paper is mainly on the early stages of human auditory processing. To present a complete picture that include higher level perceptual processing, discussions on semantic and affect-based retrieval are still included in the later part of this paper. This overview is also limited herein to general audio and music signals and will not discuss approaches specifically dedicated to speech signals (recognition, understanding, translation, etc.), topics that are considered in greater detail in other papers in this volume.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we describe some of the basic perceptually motivated signal representations that can be used as the initial stage of any audio classification system. Then, in Section III, some perceptually relevant solutions for audio classification are discussed with examples taken from two challenging
applications, namely, audio categories recognition and musical timbre recognition.

This section concludes with a discussion of the two alternatives between a global analysis approach (justified in cases where the audio stream is perceived as a unique stream) and a segregated approach where the audio signal is analyzed “stream by stream” after some kind of source separation (justified in cases where individual streams can be perceived separately by the user). Then, in Section IV, we present a discussion on specific aspects linked to user-based audio retrieval (user query by text/labels, humming, onomatopoeia, etc.) and affect-based classification.

Finally, we conclude the paper by outlining future directions for better integration of perceptually motivated concepts in audio indexing schemes.

II. PERCEPTUALLY MOTIVATED SIGNAL REPRESENTATIONS

An audio signal is the time-varying voltage at a microphone input. The voltage values are a function of pressure changes caused by an acoustic wave generated by a sound source (for, e.g., the surface of a table or the mouth of a speaker). Audio signals have rich time-varying characteristics, often diverse and heterogeneous, and hence analysis techniques both in the native time domain and transform Fourier domain have been developed to capture their dynamic details.

In this section, we mainly describe signal features, i.e., signal transforms common in many audio processing applications. Using such transformed representations, both statistical and perceptually motivated signal features can be derived. The principles of human perception are based on quantitative results obtained by extensive subjective experiments performed in the field of psychoacoustics, as well as direct observations and modeling of the physiology of hearing in animals and humans. These principles are incorporated algorithmically by appropriate modifications to time–frequency signal representations. In the first part of this section, the basic time–frequency analysis is presented. Subsequently, specific signal measures that are popular in audio indexing and content processing tasks are also discussed. Although we are far from our end goal in having a single universally applicable solution to perceptually motivated processing of audio, there are notable commonalities in the pipeline used to model human audition (illustrated in Fig. 2). Furthermore, it is important to note that the signal analysis schemes presented here are also typical in other audio applications such as audio coding or compression [1]. In compression, the objective is to derive a compact representation of audio that contains perceptually relevant information so as to allow reconstruction of the audio signal with minimum perceptual difference to the original audio signal. For audio indexing, the feature representations do not need to necessarily allow effective signal reconstruction, but they are designed to robustly discriminate various acoustic sources or desired attributes.

A. Time–Frequency Analysis

Due to wide variability and heterogeneity in its properties, an audio signal is generally characterized as a nonstationary random process. For example, a spoken word utterance such as *soup* is a sequence of smaller voiced (the medial vowel /u/ in the example) and unvoiced segments (the noise-like word initial fricative /s/ and the transient word-final /p/) that have distinct statistical signal properties. Similarly, an audio recording of a street scene can include vehicle sounds, sirens, human speech, footsteps, music, and animal/bird sounds, leading to a complexly composed signal. To simplify analysis, audio is assumed to be composed of different stationary processes of short duration that are indexed together on the same time line. For this reason, analysis or feature transformation is carried out on a short frame-by-frame basis; the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) is applied to a single

![Fig. 2. A high-level overview of various transforms used to derive perceptually relevant acoustic features.](image)
frame of audio that is few tens of milliseconds long and subsequently, the frame is then shifted by few tens of milliseconds and the analysis is repeated again. This analysis scheme allows the processing system to access local time and frequency components as a sequence of signal measures (multidimensional frequency measures) that extract local properties of the audio signal.

It is important to note that the DFT analyses the signal in a linear frequency scale. Unlike Fourier analysis, the human auditory system analyses audio signals in frequency bands with variable resolution. In the low and mid frequencies (up to ≈1 kHz), frequency components are grouped more evenly, whereas in the higher frequencies, the bands have larger frequency spread leading to fewer bands covering a larger part of the auditory spectrum. As discussed in Section II-B, this aspect of nonuniform analysis is typically implemented as a filterbank, i.e., a bank of bandpass filters with different center frequencies and width that measure the collective energy output of their respective frequency components.

B. Cochleagram

Extensive noise masking experiments in the field of psychoacoustics have shown that the human auditory system, in particular the cochlea in the inner ear acts as a bank of overlapping bandpass filters (the reader is referred to [2, Ch. 2] for details). The center frequency of the filters follows a log scale, and the bandwidth of these filters (the critical bands) are narrow for low frequencies and significantly wider at higher frequencies. Interestingly, this allows for higher time resolution for high-frequency components and high-frequency resolution for low-frequency components. Signals that are present within a critical band have been known to activate the same region in the basilar membrane in the cochlea [2]. Furthermore, it has also been determined that perceived intensity of noise signals’ spread within a critical band remains constant and the loudness perception increases as the energy is spread to the neighboring bands [1], [2]. Using these empirical principles, perceptually motivated signal measure computations begin by collecting the magnitude of frequency components within a critical bank of an imposed auditory filterbank. This results in analysis of the time-domain audio signal into individual frequency components that have tonotopic correspondence to processing in the basilar membrane in the cochlea. Specifically, the center frequency and the bandwidth of such an auditory filterbank follow a bark frequency scale [3] where the auditory spectrum is divided into 24 overlapping bandpass filters. Another scale that is based on the relationship of pitch sensation and frequency is the mel scale [3], [4]. Like the bark scale, the mel scale is also based on subjective experiments; in most signal processing implementations, the mel scale is designed to be approximately linear up to 1 kHz and logarithmic above that [5].

There are a handful of popular schemes for implementing the filterbank analysis model of the cochlea. These include using Gammatone filters [6]–[8], the cascade/parallel filterbank model originally proposed by Lyon [9] or those that simply impose bandpass filtering to the DFT [10]. As this approach models the frequency selectivity of the cochlea, the resulting time–frequency output of the filterbanks is referred to as a cochleagram. It mainly models the mechanical frequency response of the basilar membrane.

C. Correlogram

The filterbank analysis or the modulation representation performs coarse analysis of the frequency spectrum and actually smooths over finer pitch structure evident in the firing activity of the auditory nerve. Using the autocorrelation between the different time-domain outputs of the filterbank, a correlogram can be used to model the perception of the fundamental frequency (F0). This results in a lag-frequency map of a windowed audio segment that also extracts the higher order harmonics present in the signal. A typical approach to extract the information regarding the fundamental and higher order harmonics is by summing the normalized outputs across various frequencies of analysis. A comprehensive treatment of correlogram and its application in audio segmentation and source separation can be found in [11].

D. Modulation Spectrum

While the above time–frequency schemes are based on directly measuring the local time energies at the outputs of the filterbanks, it is also possible to extract long duration variations in the signal by applying another transform independently on each frequency component along the time axis. The second transform can be performed at different scales to represent the audio segment at different temporal resolution while maintaining the frequency resolution [12]. Furthermore, features for indexing or classification can be extracted by retaining only the nonzero low-frequency modulation components [13]. Such modulation-spectrum-based features are perceptually relevant as the low-frequency modulation components are important for signal intelligibility and can retain slow changing information such as phonemic or syllabic structure of speech [12], [13]. It has also been shown that the auditory system is sensitive to modulations of signals in addition to the spectral frequency. Psychoacoustic evidence can be found that support the use of features that extract modulation frequencies [14]. Modulation features have been well studied in audio identification/retrieval [13], speech processing [15], [16] and problems in music information retrieval such as genre classification [17].

\footnote{It is important to note that the time–frequency analysis using DFT by FFT typically results in 512 or 1024 frequency components per frame of audio. Filterbank analysis leads to 24 components.}

\footnote{The term pitch is related to perception of harmonics whereas the fundamental frequency (F0) is the frequency at which a physical source vibrates.}
E. Multiscale Representations

All the representations discussed above illustrate the sensory processes of the early auditory system. More advanced signal measures that model the central stages of the auditory system leading to a multiscale time–frequency representation have also been explored by Yang et al. [18] and Mesgarani et al. [19]. After the cochlear processing stages (the analysis in the cochleagram), the transduction, i.e., the conversion of mechanical frequency responses in the basilar membrane to firing activity in the auditory nerve is modeled as a series of transforms that functionally model the processing in the inner hair cells [18], [19] followed by a first-order time derivative of the spatial (frequency) axis in the cochlea. Finally, a halfwave rectification and an integrator is applied to model the lateral inhibitory network (LIN) found in the auditory system. The LIN processing is also present in the vision system where it highlights regions of fast variations in an image. Along this vein, in the auditory nerve, LIN processing has shown to highlight perceptually relevant features [18]. The additional processing in the LIN also includes the envelope (or modulation) information similar to modulation spectrum discussed in Section II-D.

Further processing by wavelet-like analysis using a 2-D Gabor function that results in a multiscale cortical representation has been shown to perform well in speech/nonspeech discrimination [19] and perceptually close noise classification [20]. The auditory attention model approach by Kalinli and Narayanan [21] adopts the visual attention model by Siagian and Itti [22] to select a subset of salient acoustic events within an audio clip. This is obtained by mapping the time–frequency spectrogram of an audio signal (taken to be the scene) into a multiscale representation using receptive filters that model intensity, frequency contrast, temporal contrast, and orientation maps in the central auditory system.

The number of analysis components in the cortical representation is fairly large and redundant in comparison to the “feature” dimensions of, say, a cochleagram. To make machine learning tractable on these features and reduce redundacy, dimension reduction techniques are used to map the features to a lower dimensional representation. Mesgarani et al. [19] use tensor decomposition to obtain a lower dimensional feature set. In Kalinli et al. [21] a summary of the intensity, feature contrast, etc., maps is first derived by averaging. Subsequently, the mean vectors are augmented together and a lower dimensional vector is derived by principal component analysis (PCA) resulting in the gist of the input time–frequency acoustic scene. The gist extraction essentially models the preattentive process that guides the higher cognitive processing (typically implemented as task-dependent pattern recognition algorithm) to salient parts of the scene that stand out [21], [22].

The auditory signal representations presented above can be directly used to extract perceptually relevant audio features or as an element of more sophisticated operations. A number of physical factors such as extraneous sounds (noise), early and late reflections due to surrounding walls or windows affect the homogeneity and perception of sounds captured by the microphone. These, in turn, change the spectral and temporal spread of an acoustic source. The general idea in audio indexing and classification task or computational auditory scene analysis is to precisely identify, segment, or separate predefined acoustic sources in spite of these variabilities.

The complexity of information extraction depends on the levels of, and how closely the auditory stages are being modeled. As discussed in Sections III and IV, successful experiments in speech and audio classification tasks have consistently confirmed the motivation for using perceptually motivated spectral features that predominantly model the processes in the early stages of the auditory system.

III. PERCEPTUALLY MOTIVATED AUDIO CLASSIFICATION

In this section, we first describe audio processing in general terms and present a classical scheme for building an audio classification system. Then, to illustrate the relevance of perception for audio indexing and classification, we will focus on two applications, namely, audio sound categories recognition and music timbre recognition. Finally, following results on the perception of individual audio sources in an audio scene, we discuss two alternative strategies for audio and music classification that consider processing the signal either globally or as a mixture of sources that can be separated from the original signal.

A. General Scheme

The perception and interpretation of daily sounds (including music) involve very complex and yet largely unexplained processes in our auditory system. A complex acoustic scene can be, for example, described in terms of their elementary constituents, namely the sound sources (their nature and position in space, their semantic meaning if any) and the acoustical environment where the scene takes place (concert hall, small room, outdoors, etc.). However, the perception or interpretation of an audio stream goes far beyond and involves a large number of factors such as personal experience, knowledge and memory, social position, or lifestyle [23], [24]. For example, numerous high level concepts are at the heart of music perception, including instrumentation, melody, rhythm, or harmony.3 While most automatic processing systems already consider simple models of the human

3“Instrumentation” refers to the musical instruments used in a given musical piece; “melody” refers to the main musical line, for example, the musical part sung by a lead singer; “rhythm” encompasses a number of aspects related to the relative length and accentuation of the successive musical notes; and “harmony” refers to the organization of music in chords which are built from simultaneously sounding notes. More precise and detailed definitions may be found in many references, including [25].
auditory system, significant gains in human-like processing have been achieved by considering intuitive applications combined with sophisticated pattern recognition algorithms.

The most widespread approaches for recognizing audio categories or classes rely on a rather classic pattern classification scheme which includes two major components: a feature extraction module and a classification or decision module (see Fig. 3).

For audio, designing appropriate features for a specific classification task is largely informed guess work. In many cases, the feature sets may be of very large dimensions ($\approx 10^{2-3}$, for example, for the multiscale feature sets discussed in Section II-E). To make the concomitant pattern classifiers trainable, dimension reduction techniques, such as principal component analysis (PCA) or linear discrimination analysis (LDA), are subsequently applied. Another strategy is to rely on feature selection techniques which permit to obtain a reduced, efficient feature set for the classification task at hand [26]–[28]. In some other cases, feature integration process can be further adopted to find a set of features that perform best [29].

Many studies aim at integrating perception principles directly in the design of acoustic features. Such features, called perceptual features, are either built:

1) by including knowledge of the human ear in their design;

2) or by selecting signal characteristics that are best correlated with perception tests.

In the first case, the perceptual features can be directly computed from a generic audition model (see Section II). For example, they can be directly obtained from perceptually motivated filterbanks such as filterbanks on bark scales, Gammatone filterbanks, Constant-Q transforms (see [30]–[32]), or from multiscale or multilinear representations (see [19] and [33]). However, in many studies, the features are built by only using some concepts of perception and do not explicitly rely on a generic audition model. Since the generic audition models were already discussed in Section II, this section will mostly focus on this latter design strategy.

In the second case, the objective is to find features which are correlated with perceptual judgment of similarity and dissimilarity of a set of sounds. Although such features do not model human audition directly, they are particularly interesting for perceptually based indexing and classification tasks.

Perception models for higher stages of cognition can also be integrated in the classification and decision modules. This is not further discussed herein, but, for example, neural networks, and more recently Bayesian networks and hierarchical temporal models aim to represent the complex and hierarchical processing of information in the brain [34], [35].

B. Audio Categories Recognition

In this section, we highlight the use of some perceptually motivated audio features using examples of distinct audio recognition problems. A significant number of features used for audio categories recognition are signal driven and statistical. However, features such as spectral rolloff, spectral centroid, and spectral flux carry perceptual significance cf. Table 1 and [36]. Spectral centroid, for instance, has been shown to be directly linked to one of the important dimensions of sound similarity perception (see Section III-C for additional details on musical instrument sounds). Other interesting features related to perception proposed by Scheirer and Slaney [37] includes the 4-Hz modulation energy features using mel-scale filterbanks. The 4-Hz modulation frequency is known to reflect the syllabic rate of speech [13].

Fig. 3. General scheme for an audio classification system.
However, the most common signal features that have consistently shown good performance are the mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCCs). MFCCs were initially introduced for speech recognition [10] and characterize the filter part (i.e., the resonances and antiresonances of the vocal and nasal tracts) of the underlying source-filter model of speech production [38]. But MFCCs are often classified as perceptual features because they integrate certain aspects of perception. Indeed, the magnitude square of the filterbank outputs represent the instantaneous signal energy in a given band, and combined with the logarithm compression, these two transformations crudely approximate the processing in the inner hair cells in the cochlea. The use of MFCCs for music signals is further discussed in Section III-C.

Other features, such as those obtained from cortical representations (see Section II-E) have also been used with success by Mesgarani et al. [19]. Here the authors describe a system for discriminating speech from a variety of nonspeech sounds of animal vocalizations, environmental sounds, and even music, and showed that the cortical representations are more robust than simpler signal-level features.

Speech/nonspeech discrimination is one significant example where we seek to isolate components (mainly speech) from an audio stream [19], [37], [39]–[42]. However, audio classification systems can easily deal with a significantly larger number of acoustic categories. Notable examples include [43] and [44]. Here the audio processing systems are trained on categories such as animals, bells, crowds, female, laughter, machines, male voices, percussion instruments, telephone, water sounds etc. The main assumption here is that acoustic sources in an audio clip are homogeneous and, therefore, the content belongs to only one of the predefined categories. Nevertheless, they serve as a proof of efficacy of various perceptually motivated signal features [36].

An extension of this scheme considers structured categories, organized in a meaningful hierarchy from a perceptual or cognitive point of view (for example, a meta category “urban sounds” that contains “car engine noise,” “car horn,” or “train passing” as basic categories). In a broader perspective, the acoustic sources belonging to different scenes (e.g., a train station or a park) can be assumed to be different. This allows the audio processing system to recognize context instead of the individual acoustic sources [45]–[48]. These aspects will be further discussed in Section III-D.

C. Musical Timbre Recognition

To better understand the perception of music, numerous studies have focused on isolated sounds with an objective to highlight a few major characteristics that will permit to link the perceptual properties of sounds with their physical properties as measured by traditional instrumentation. This has permitted over the years to

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Features</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Citations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Loudness</td>
<td>Is the subjective impression of the intensity of a sound.</td>
<td>[30]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spectral Centroid</td>
<td>Spectral centroid is the weighted mean of the magnitude frequency spectrum; it is commonly described as one of the main dimensions of timbre perception.</td>
<td>[56], [57]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sharpness</td>
<td>Can be interpreted as a perceptual spectral centroid.</td>
<td>[30]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceptual spread</td>
<td>Is a measure of the timbral width of a given sound.</td>
<td>[30]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Signal to Mask ratio</td>
<td>Is the difference between the signal intensity and the intensity of the signal perceptual mask.</td>
<td>[1], [66]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local energy in Bark scale</td>
<td>Represents the relative importance of local energy distribution in Bark bands.</td>
<td>[31]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spectral Flux</td>
<td>Is the spectral magnitude Euclidean distance between neighboring audio frames.</td>
<td>[36], [37]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sub-band flux</td>
<td>Represents the fluctuation of frequency content in ten octave-scaled bands.</td>
<td>[59]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High energy / low Energy</td>
<td>Represents the ratio of energy above and below a given frequency.</td>
<td>[59]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roughness</td>
<td>Is a basic psychoacoustical sensation for rapid amplitude variations.</td>
<td>[132]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relative entropy</td>
<td>Provides an estimate of the whiteness of a signal.</td>
<td>[59]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MFCC</td>
<td>Mel-Frequency Cepstral coefficients; Estimate the spectral envelope using (limited) perception principles.</td>
<td>[5], [10]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cortical Represenations</td>
<td>Multiscale or Multi linear representations that model various spectro-temporal properties in the central auditory system.</td>
<td>[19], [33]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4Starting from the output of an auditory filterbank that uses a set of triangular filters designed on the mel scale, MFCC features are extracted by taking the logarithm of the magnitude square of the filterbanks outputs and by applying a subsequent transformation such as the discrete cosine transform (DCT). The DCT essentially gives a set of real-valued components that capture various local statistics of the filterbank outputs.
define basic dimensions of sounds among which loudness, pitch, and timbre are undoubtedly the most important for isolated sounds (see, for example, [23] and [49]–[54]).

1) Timbre: Timbre is a rather (computationally) elusive concept despite the numerous existing definitions. Reference to the standard definition by ANSI “Timbre is that attribute of auditory sensation in terms of which a listener can judge that two sounds similarly presented and having the same loudness and pitch are dissimilar” also reveals the difficulty of the problem since it is only described as what it is not [54], [55]. This difficulty of defining timbre is largely attributed to its multidimensional nature. Not surprisingly, numerous studies have concentrated on finding meaningful timbre spaces [56]–[59] that would provide a geometrical representation of the perceived similarity of the tested sounds. Most studies have obtained such timbre spaces by means of multidimensional scaling (MDS) [56], [60] and have permitted to highlight perceptually meaningful acoustical features. The results of these studies are not fully consistent due to a number of limitations concerning the sound stimuli and experimental protocol, but it can still be argued that a number of features obtained within these studies do explain perceptual dimensions of timbre and have been successfully used in automatic instrument timbre recognition experiments. Since most of these studies have considered monophonic stimuli, some of the obtained features are not meaningful for more complex audio sounds composed of multiple sound sources, and it will be important to increase the research effort on “polyphonic timbre” to better understand the perception of such complex signals [59]. Nevertheless, numerous features have been proposed for analyzing polyphonic music, especially for music genre or music emotion analysis (see, for example, [61]–[63]).

We further discuss common audio features that have already been used in automatic timbre recognition system with a specific focus on perceptual features.

2) Timbre Features: The most widespread approaches for recognizing monophonic or polyphonic timbre in music follow the general scheme provided in Fig. 3. As far as the features are concerned, MFCCs remain very popular for monophonic timbre recognition studies [32], [64], [65], and surprisingly also for polyphonic timbre recognition [31], [59], [66]. This is surprising since the initial design of MFCC was inspired by speech recognition. Notably, in music, the pitch range is much wider than in speech, and for high pitches the deconvolution property of MFCCs does not hold anymore. The consequence is that they are usually quite dependent on the pitch values, as shown, for example, by Mesaros and Virtanen [67]. The use of MFCCs in music signal processing is, therefore, not well justified, but it seems that their capacity to capture “global” spectral envelope properties is the main reason of their success in such studies. Another deficiency for polyphonic music is that this global characterization prevents MFCCs to describe localized time–frequency information and, in that sense, they fail to model well-known masking properties of the ear. Numerous authors have confirmed that these features are not sufficient for describing the polyphonic timbre justifying the use of other, more specific, features. Alluri and Toiviainen [59] recently argued that they are indeed not highly correlated with any of the perceptual dimensions of polyphonic timbre despite their widespread use as predictors of perceived similarity of timbre.

Many of the acoustical features drawn from numerous studies on monophonic timbre perception proposed for automatic timbre recognition may not be easily used for polyphonic timbre recognition. This is the case, for example, of the log-attack time, the spectral harmonic structure, attack synchrony, and spectral irregularity, which are all linked to perceptual dimensions of timbre (see, for example, [30], [68], and [69] for extended lists of features with their detailed description).

For complex or polyphonic audio signals, most of the above features are not suitable. The problem itself is even less well defined than for monophonic sounds and also depends on the complexity and nature of the audio scene. Similar to audio categories recognition, many studies consider that global features (e.g., features computed on the complex polyphonic music signal) are sufficient to recognize the polyphonic timbre, even if the timbre is usually assumed to be built as an agglomerate of individual sound entities [70]. This aspect will be further discussed in the next section.

D. Global Versus Separation-Based Processing

When listening to a complex audio scene, humans tend to identify separate streams, or, in other words, to separate the different sound sources that they can then identify. However, in other situations, the sound sources will tend to blend and, therefore, be perceived as a single complex audio category (or, equivalently, “polyphonic timbre” for music signals). This property is obviously largely used by composers (and especially in classical or electroacoustic music) to either let the listener perceive the global sound or the addition of separate sound objects [71], [72].

Most of the methods discussed above follow this so-called global approach but using simple categories of comparable semantic level. An alternative scalable scheme that targets wider applications is by organizing clips and audio categories in a meaningful hierarchy. In [73], Zhang and Kuo present a system of hierarchical categories such as silence portions and portions with and without music components. The approach by Liu et al. [74] also uses a similar hierarchical scheme by grouping sources into speech, music, or environmental sounds. In such a scheme,
a given segment is first labeled as speech or nonspeech. Then, speech segments are analyzed to detect speaker changes, while nonspeech segments are further classified as music, environment sound, or silence.

Another example in music is provided in [66] where musical instruments and group of instruments are organized in a hierarchical taxonomy that is automatically obtained from the training data. Obtained categories for jazz quartet music include, for example, a blend class describing combined sounds from bass, drum, and a wind instrument or “pure” classes involving sounds from a single instrument.

If global approaches remain very popular in the literature, it is in many cases perceptually relevant to follow an alternative strategy where the individual sources or streams are first isolated and identified in a subsequent stage.

The source separation principles involved may be rather rudimentary in comparison to traditional CASA-based approaches. In this case, they do not aim at precisely recovering the different sources but rather aim at enhancing parts of the involved sources to help the subsequent stages of the classification engine. The most illustrative example of this is the use of (perceptual) filterbanks which can approximately separate sources that are well localized in frequency. Another example is the so-called harmonic/noise decomposition [75], [76], which performs a rough separation of the analyzed signal into a tonal component (i.e., sum of periodic subcontent) and an aperiodic component which then captures the stationary and impulsive noises such as sound attacks, door slam, gun shots, etc.

However, a number of studies have investigated more sophisticated source separation principles to retrieve the individual streams, especially for recognizing predominant sources (see [77] for singing voice extraction, [78] and [79] for music instrument recognition, [31] for monophonic source detection in complex audio streams, [80] and [81] for Drum extraction, or [82] for sound events detection).

### IV. SEMANTIC AND AFFECT-BASED RETRIEVAL

The previous sections described audio and music classification systems which can be used as core technologies for audio retrieval applications (e.g., searching the Internet for similar water sounds) and music information retrieval applications (e.g., searching music sounds of similar timbral characteristics, similar evoked emotion). To illustrate other recent trends in audio and music classification retrieval that align with higher level perceptual processing and cognitive aspects of human audio recognition capabilities, general problems in semantic audio retrieval are discussed in this section with a specific focus on affect-based retrieval. Note though that even if it is not detailed in this section, systems discussed herein also exploit perceptually motivated acoustic features in their processing stages as those described in Section II or those given in Table 1. Table 1 provides some of the most common features with some indication of their links with perception.

#### A. Semantic Audio Retrieval

Current trends in audio research (especially in audio retrieval) aim at directly involving the user to better take into account, in some sense, his/her perception of the involved sounds similarity. For example, it is possible to involve the user in an iterative recognition process (in a so-called relevance feedback paradigm). This permits to either perceptually adapt the classifier or the feature set at each iteration while performing the task at hand and improving results to the query [83]–[88].

A further level of sophistication is semantic audio retrieval where the content processing system is able to retrieve audio clips by approximate language-level descriptions which can be seen as a generalization of direct categorization by labeling discussed earlier. Furthermore, semantic context and affective factors for retrieval have also been considered. In most cases, the problem is to map a long audio clip of heterogeneous sound sources to a single context or language-level label. This is generally achieved by empirical time integration of acoustic features obtained from short duration of audio segments that are a few milliseconds long or by observing longer term repeating patterns that can serve as both parametric or nonparametric acoustic model of the context or label.

Semantic audio retrieval attempts to model the largely unknown cognitive aspects of human auditory capabilities. Notable examples of methods that deal with semantic descriptions, and not just category labels of audio retrieval, include the systems described by Slaney [89] and Barrington et al. [90]. These methods present a probabilistic approach to modeling the signal features of unstructured audio clips directly with terms in the text description instead of explicit classes or categories. Slaney [89] proposed an improvement on the direct labeling scheme by creating a mapping from each node of a hierarchical model in the abstract semantic space to the acoustic signal feature space. The nodes in the hierarchical model (represented probabilistically as words) are mapped onto their corresponding acoustic models. Barrington et al. [90] describe a similar approach of modeling features with text labels in the captions. As with many others, both techniques use MFCCs as their acoustic feature. Furthermore, longer duration information is incorporated by either stacking the short-term features together [89] or by using first- and second-order derivatives of the feature sets. By integrating temporal information, such techniques allow for discrimination based on both spectral content and temporal patterns of audio. This has been empirically found to be beneficial to the overall classification or retrieval performance. Another line of research in...
semantic audio retrieval is the text-like processing of audio where audio clips are assumed to be composed of acoustic units similar to words that compose a text document. The main idea here is to leverage the information in unit-document co-occurrence that is similar to word-document co-occurrence for text [91], [92]. By modeling audio as a collection of units, the approach is able to scale to (arbitrary) collection of audio clips. Notable examples include latent perceptual indexing by Sundaram and Narayanan [93], [94], the related anchor-space model by Lu and Hanjalic [95] and Lee and Ellis [96], and the bag-of-patterns representation used by Lyon et al. [97]. These techniques formalize the method discussed in [98], where a form of unit-document co-occurrence is implicitly used for semantic information extraction from audio. MFCCs are used at different scale levels to represent and measure changes in the overall timbral qualities of the audio track. This is combined with the video and text features, and the time series of these features after dimensionality reduction is used to segment media clips.

In [95], Lu and Hanjalic used a document view of audio clips and proposed a method to connect semantic categories to signal features and subsequently device a similarity metric between audio clips using Kullback–Leibler divergence (KLD). Here, probabilistic models for representing membership of audio clips in the anchor space (the semantic class) are used to map the clips as vectors in the anchor space. The models are built using acoustic features that are composed of perceptual correlates such as spectral centroid, subfrequency band energy ratio (see Table 1) along with MFCC. Herein, the second-order statistics over a longer 1-s duration of features are used as a coarse form of temporal integration. Subsequently, the divergence measure is used to determine similarity between audio clips. This is advantageous (and common with the latent indexing framework) as it provides a mechanism to measure similarity between audio clips irrespective of the number of unknown acoustic sources present in them. The approach is predominantly unsupervised where the anchors are automatically discovered using the spectral clustering method described by Cai et al. [99].

In [93], Sundaram and Narayanan use the centroids of clusters of signal features as acoustic units and, subsequently, derive unit-document frequencies between the centroids and features extracted from audio clips. While the initial work was performed on semantic categories, this approach has also been investigated for onomatopoeic categorization of audio [94]. Another work that is based on this idea is by Chechik et al. [100], where the motivating application was audio retrieval using text queries. Their extensive experiments on large audio data sets reveal the potency of the acoustic information in unit-document frequencies.

In the work by Lyon et al. [97], a bag of repeated patterns from a modified form of autocorrelation (termed stabilized auditory image) are applied to the output of a filterbank simulating the cochlea. This was then combined with a passive–aggressive learning algorithm [101] to develop a robust sound retrieval system.

Techniques that are analogous to processing in the neural sensory system (see [97] and references therein) can be developed using sparse coding or sparse representation that implicitly use very large number of (known) repetitive patterns. Interestingly, further mathematical analogy between sparse representation of data and dimension reduction using matrix factorization (used in the bag-of-units representation by [93]) has also been observed in the context of speech recognition (the reader is referred to [102] for an overview). Starting from perceptual features, retrieval techniques using these representations can, therefore, be used to further develop higher level sensory processes in the auditory system.

For music signals, a specific line of research has also been devoted to more sophisticated user entries such as under the form of a hummed query [103], [104], a sequence of onomatopoeia [105], or finger-tapped rhythmic query [106]. Systems that generate sophisticated user tags that jointly describe high-level aspects of music listening such as mood, vocal quality, instrumentation, and genre have also been successfully implemented [107].

### B. Affect-Based Retrieval

It is well known in the speech and audio research community that a large part of (expressive) speech or music signals influences the emotional state of the listener. This is also true for general audio [108]. However, emotions involve very complex phenomena and cannot be described without involving multiple dimensions including physiological and cognitive aspects. There is, therefore, a long history of research to better understand emotions and to develop relevant models even if there is not always a consensus on the different models [109]. More recently, emotions have started to be used in machine-based systems, leading to the so-called affective computing domain [110].

Note that it is rather common to distinguish between expressed emotion and perceived (or evoked) emotions [111]. Only the latter is usually modeled in audio retrieval systems since it is (relatively) less influenced by situational factors (environment, mood, etc.) of listening [112].

An audio or music emotion system can be built in the same way as any audio classification system (as described above) where the different categories to be recognized will be the different emotions (happy, sad, disgust, etc.). This approach, however, supposes that emotions can be characterized by broad and distinctive categories (which remains a strong assumption). An alternative to this approach is to view emotions in a 2-D, or higher dimensional, continuous space (termed “emotion space”) using valence (referring to the pleasantness, positive or negative
affective state) and arousal (referring to the activation or stimulation level) [113].

Then, the problem in affect-based retrieval is to predict the affect score (using the continuous valence and arousal scales) or descriptive labels such as “happy” or “annoying” of audio clips if a category-based approach is followed. Such descriptions could be used for indexing movie clips [114] or automatically categorizing large collections of multimedia on the Internet.

Relative to the various problems in content-based audio retrieval, work on affect-based retrieval has commenced only recently. The main efforts have focused on discovering signal features that are correlated with the affective scores. In the work by Schuller et al. [115], a collection of over 300 audio clips have been used to evaluate a large set of perceptual and statistical spectral measures. In [116], a larger collection of over 1400 audio clips were subjectively annotated and feature selection was performed using regression-based models. In other work applied on music signals [112], the goal was to predict the perceived emotion of a sound clip as a probability distribution in the emotion plane using a total of 46 features, including lyrics of the songs under the form of latent topics.

In spite of its perceptual implications and its potential in indexing multimedia content, work on affect-based retrieval has been limited. First, absence of comprehensive data sets that can support this research work has been a major hurdle. Additionally, it is difficult to establish a single ground truth to affective ratings among users. In fact, recent experiments have shown that relatively simple classification schemes and signal features can already perform better than user expectations [116]. Furthermore, in contrast to classical measures such as precision and recall to evaluate classifiers, performance evaluation of affect-based retrieval is difficult [117] as affective ratings are continuous scores and highly subjective.

V. CONCLUSION

Audio indexing and classification is a vibrant field of research, fueled by the development of the Internet and social media. Historically although in the shadow of the speech processing domain, the field is growing and gaining independent momentum, in particular, in the area of music signal processing [25].

Nevertheless, it is not surprising that audio indexing has been strongly influenced by speech indexing and recognition advances, and an analysis of the current situation reveals that more intricate synergies do exist between the two domains [118]. Developing further cross fertilization and exchange of ideas definitely opens the path for clear progress in both fields.

Rather surprisingly, the integration of auditory perception in most systems of both domains is limited. As highlighted in this paper, a number of perceptually relevant concepts have been exploited in audio indexing research. But, it still seems that it is difficult to build a fully perceptually relevant system that outperforms efficient machine-learning-based methods that use only some principles of perception.

This remains surprising because from a pure acoustical point of view it intuitively appears that it may be unnecessary to capture similarity or dissimilarity information that is not perceived by humans. However, it is clear that all efficient audio classification systems do exploit some principles of perception, either at the feature level (the vast majority of efficient systems do use at least some of the perceptually motivated features given in Table 1) or at the classification or decision levels. This clearly shows the importance of perception in the design of such systems and motivates further investigation.

Our belief is that our understanding of audio sounds and music perception (especially of complex audio and music mixtures) is still limited and greater effort should be devoted to research to allow better exploitation of auditory models in audio indexing and retrieval approaches.

A recent trend in complex audio sounds and music signals analysis is to rely on source separation to preprocess and simplify the subsequent analysis of the constituent acoustic sources or events. Similarly, progress in perception should also allow to bridge the gap between the current capabilities of machine-based source separation and human performance to identify and separate the different audio sources involved in an audio scene.

Another interesting topic is the study of the temporal or dynamical evolution of an audio scene, an aspect often neglected or only roughly addressed in audio indexing and retrieval systems. Indeed, the audio features discussed in this paper are most often extracted on a frame-by-frame basis (the so-called bag-of-frames approach) leaving little room to capture contextual information. However, as shown, for example, by many studies in musical timbre perception, context is important [119], [120]. One possibility is to observe the signal of interest at different time scales in order to capture these higher level semantics [121], and especially in the case of polyphonic music and complex audio sounds categories [122]. Temporal characteristics are indeed essential for human perception and source identification. Temporal integration [29], [31], the use of dynamical length sonic units [29], [123], or the design of novel multiresolution perceptual filterbanks or redundant signal representations [124] are among the most promising directions to appropriately capture such temporal characteristics. This, in conjunction with co-occurrence models, can further help capture context in audio modeling [125].

As we have seen in the paper, an alternative to the direct integration of perception and hearing findings in a fully automatic audio processing system is to involve the user in the retrieval or indexing task in an iterative process. This permits design of user-aware retrieval
systems where user context can be used or where context-based feature extraction (and similarity estimation) can be designed [126]. This also represents one of the most promising directions for building perceptually relevant semantic audio retrieval systems.

When applicable, the user can also be involved in the process of source separation in a so-called informed source separation paradigm where the user is able to enter a variety of information that would help the source separation engine to obtain better performance and to render more perceptually meaningful results [81], [127], [128]. Designing novel and efficient interaction scenarios is another interesting research direction.

In some cases, the perceptual space is squeezed into general categories (musical genres, emotions categories, etc.). In such cases, one faces the problem of pertinence of the ground-truth annotation which directly affects the difficulty of performance evaluation and thus of building a system that is judged perceptually relevant by users. Building audio categories classification systems based on continuous perceptual spaces with overlapping “soft categories” represents a current promising trend in affective computing research.

In parallel, user-aware audio and music indexing may serve other content creation applications. For example, a promising application in that direction will allow the user to generate new content from exploiting musical elements and ideas of existing music or video. This perceptually relevant sound creation process called the \(N\)th-order derivative creation can be further developed by combining it with efficient perceptually relevant audio indexing systems [129], [130].

Another direction of research is to use multiple sources of information, for example, coming from multiple modalities. This would allow not only to have access to a diversity of information sources but also to combine important perceptual cues from each modality [131]. In particular, building affect-based recognition engines that would jointly exploit information coming from classical sensors (microphones, cameras, etc.) and physiological information such as from electroencephalography (EEG), electrocardiogram (ECG), blood pressure, skin conductance, etc., is becoming one of the current targeted goal of the community. Building perceptually relevant audio (and by extension multimodal) retrieval systems integrating high-level affect-based information is indeed one of the major challenges in this general field of research.

**APPENDIX**

Table 2 is given in the Appendix. It provides some of the audio processing tools that are freely available to researchers and that have been used in many studies in audio and music signal processing.
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